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Know Your C2090-312 Certification Well: 

The C2090-312 is best suitable for candidates who want to gain knowledge in the 

IBM Data and AI - Platform Analytics. Before you start your C2090-312 preparation 

you may struggle to get all the crucial DB2 DBA for z/OS materials like C2090-312 

syllabus, sample questions, study guide. 

But don't worry the C2090-312 PDF is here to help you prepare in a stress free 

manner. 

The PDF is a combination of all your queries like- 

 What is in the C2090-312 syllabus? 

 How many questions are there in the C2090-312 exam? 

 Which Practice test would help me to pass the C2090-312 exam at the first 

attempt? 

Passing the C2090-312 exam makes you IBM Certified Database Administrator - 

DB2 11 DBA for z/OS. Having the DB2 DBA for z/OS certification opens multiple 

opportunities for you. You can grab a new job, get a higher salary or simply get 

recognition within your current organization. 

IBM C2090-312 DB2 DBA for z/OS Certification 

Details: 

Exam Name IBM Certified Database Administrator - DB2 11 DBA for z/OS 

Exam Code C2090-312 

Exam Price $200 (USD) 

Duration 90 mins 

Number of Questions 67 

Passing Score 60% 

Books / Training DB2 11 for zOS Implementation Workshop  

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE 

Sample Questions IBM DB2 DBA for z/OS Sample Questions 

Practice Exam IBM C2090-312 Certification Practice Exam 

http://www.edusum.com
http://www.ibm.com/services/learning/course/CV862G
https://home.pearsonvue.com/ibm
https://www.edusum.com/ibm/ibm-db2-dba-zos-c2090-312-certification-sample-questions
https://www.edusum.com/ibm/c2090-312-ibm-db2-11-dba-zos
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C2090-312 Syllabus: 

Topic Details Weights 

Database Design 

and 
Implementation 

- Design tables and views (columns, data type 
considerations for large objects, XML, column 
sequences, user-defined data types, temp tables, clone 
tables, temporal tables, MQTs, new archive 

transparency, etc.) 
- Explain the different performance implications of 
identity column, row ID, and sequence column 
definitions (applications, utilities), hash access 
- Design indexes (key structures, type of index, index 
page structure, index column order, index space, 

clustering, compression, index on expression, include 
column) 
- Design table spaces (choose a DB2 page size, 
clustering) and determine space attributes 
- Perform partitioning (table partitioning, index 

partitioning, DPSI, universal table space) 
- Normalize data (E-R model, process model) and 
translate data model into physical model (denormalize 
tables) 
- Implement user-defined integrity rules (referential 
integrity, user-defined functions & data types, check 

constraints, triggers) 
- Use the appropriate method to alter DB2 objects 
(table, column, drop column, alter limit key, index, table 
space, database, online schema) 
- Understand impacts of different encoding schemes 

24% 

Operation and 

Recovery 

- Knowledge of commands for normal operational 
conditions (START, STOP, DISPLAY) 
- Knowledge of commands and utility control statements 
for use in abnormal conditions (RECOVER, RESTART) 
- Load and unload data into and from the created tables 
- Reorganize objects when necessary (reorg avoidance, 

automatic mapping table, new reorg features) 
- Monitor the object by collecting statistics (run stats, 
improved in-line statistics, real time stats, autonomic 
stats, and statistics related stored procedures) 
- Monitor and manage threads and utilities (distributed, 
local, MODIFY DDF) 

- Identify and respond to advisory/restrictive statuses on 
objects 
- Identify and perform problem determination (traces 
and other utilities, plans and packages) 
- Perform health checks (check utilities, offline utilities, 
catalog queries) 

- Identify and perform actions that are needed to protect 

22% 
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Topic Details Weights 

databases from planned and unplanned outages (tables 
spaces; indexes; full pack; hardware; Flash copies; full, 
incremental, reference update; copy-to-copy, non-data 
objects; catalog) and recovery scenarios (off-site 
recovery, data sharing, table spaces, indexes, roll 
forward, roll back, current point in time, prior point in 

time, system point in time copy and restore, catalog and 
directory, offline utilities (DSN1), new Extended RBA and 
LRSN) 

Security and 
Auditing 

- Understanding privileges and authorities 
- Protect access to DB2 and its objects 

- Audit DB2 activity and resources and identify primary 
audit techniques 
- Identify and respond appropriately to symptoms from 
trace output or error messages that signify security 
problems 

6% 

Performance 

- Plan for performance monitoring by setting up and 

running monitoring procedures (continuous, detailed, 
periodic, exception) 
- Analyze performance (manage and tune CPU 
requirements, memory, I/O, locks, response time, index 
and table compression) 

- Analyze and respond to RUNSTATS statistics analysis 
(real-time, batch, catalog queries, reports, histograms) 
- Determine when and how to perform REBIND 
(APCOMPARE and APREUSE) 
- Describe DB2 interaction with WLM (distributed, stored 
procedures, user-defined functions, RRS) 

- Interpret traces (statistics, accounting, performance) & 
explain the performance impact of different DB2 traces 
- Identify and respond to critical performance metrics 
(excessive I/O wait times, lock-latch waits and CPU 
waits; deadlocks, timeouts, RID failures) 
- Review and tune SQL (access paths, EXPLAIN tables, 

awareness of query transformation and predicate 
processing, use of Virtual Indexes) 
- Dynamic SQL Performance 
(DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE, parameter markers, 
literal replacement, REOPT) 
- Design features for performance (hash row access, 

inline LOBs) 
- Knowledge of controlling access paths 
(SYSSTATSFEEDBACK table, SYSQUERY) 

22% 

Installation and 

Migration / 
Upgrade 

- Knowledge and understanding of the critical ZPARMs 
(database-, object- and application-oriented, application 

compatibility - no DDF) 
- Identify and explain Datasharing components and 
commands 

7% 

http://www.edusum.com
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Topic Details Weights 

- Knowledge of pre-migration checklists 
- Knowledge of catalog and directory (new tables, 
change tables, new objects) 

Additional 
Database 
Functionality 

- Knowledge of SQL constructs (temporal, archive, table 
functions, built-in scalar functions, recursive, common 
table expresssions) 

- Knowledge of SQL/PL (Array data type, new array data 
type functions, functions and procedures) 
- Knowledge of SQL/XML (results database, XML 
functions, cross loader with XML, xpath expressions, 
FLWOR, pattern matching and regular expressions) 

- Knowledge of Stored Procedures (native, external, 
autonomous, ziip considerations) 
- Knowledge of User-defined functions (scalar functions, 
table functions, SQL/external functions) 
- Knowledge of global variables (in stored procedures, in 
SQL/PL, distributed considerations) 

10% 

Distributed Access 

- Implementing distributed data access (communications 
database) 
- Knowledge of ZPARMs (for DDF) 
- Knowledge of DDF setup (DB2 Connect, Client, Drivers, 
profile tables, RLMT) 

- Understanding and implementing distributed data 
access (perf settings for DDF access) 

7% 

IBM C2090-312 Sample Questions: 

Question: 1  

You want to convert a segmented table space into a partition-by-growth table space. You 

execute the following ALTER statement: 

ALTER TABLESPACE DB1TS1 MAXPARTITIONS 5; 

What should be your next step? 

a) COPY the table space. 

b) REORG the table space. 

c) REBUILD all of the indexes. 

d) DROP the segmented table space. 

 Answer: d 

  

http://www.edusum.com
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Question: 2  

What can you accomplish with the stored procedure ADMIN_UTL_MONITOR? 

a) This stored procedure helps you monitor currently running threads. 

b) You can create a detailed report of currently running and stopped utilities 

c) This stored procedure materializes SYSIBM.SYSSTATFEEDBACK for the page sets you 

specify as input parameter. 

d) You can create RUNSTATS profiles and RUNSTATS recommendations for DB2 tables 

in your DB2 subsystem. 

 Answer: d 

Question: 3  

From where does the cross-loader function allow you to load data? 

a) From an input file including all columns. 

b) From a cursor including LOB columns but not including XML columns. 

c) From a cursor including XML columns but not including LOB columns. 

d) From a cursor including all LOB and XML columns except the ROWID column. 

 Answer: a 

Question: 4  

Which address space should be classified with the highest priority WLM service class? 

a) IRLM 

b) DIST 

c) DBM1 

d) MSTR 

 Answer: a 

Question: 5  

A statement-level access path hint can be applied to which type of SQL statement? 

a) Static SQL statements only. 

b) Dynamic SQL statements only. 

c) Both static and dynamic SQL statements. 

d) Statements included in a CREATE PROCEDURE statement only. 

 Answer: b 

http://www.edusum.com
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Question: 6  

In order to use a literal replacement for a dynamic SQL caching statement what must be true 

about the statement? 

a) It cannot be a join. 

b) The authids do not have to match. 

c) It cannot have both literals and parameter markers. 

d) It must include more than one literal. 

 Answer: c 

Question: 7  

You want to determine which objects of your database DB1 are in LPL. What command should 

be used? 

a) -DIS DB(DB1) SP(') ADVISORY(LPL) LIMIT(') 

b) -DIS DB(DB1) SP(') RESTRICT(LPL) LIMIT(') 

c) -DIS DB(DB1) SP(') ADVISORY(LPL) LIMIT(") SCOPE(GROUP) 

d) -DIS DB(DB1) SP(') RESTRICT(LPL) LIMIT(') SCOPE(GROUP) 

 Answer: b 

Question: 8  

When we use multilevel-security using a security label column, which sentence is true? 

a) A unique constraint is allowed on a security label column. 

b) A check constraint is not allowed on a security label column. 

c) A referential constraint is not allowed on a security label column. 

d) Multilevel security with row-level checking is enforced when DB2 checks a referential 

constraint. 

 Answer: c 
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Question: 9  

DB2 AUDIT policies are defined by inserting rows into what DB2 Catalog table? 

a) SYSIBM.SYSDBAUTH 

b) SYSIBM.SYSAUDITPOLICIES 

c) SYSIBM.SYSAUTOALERTS 

d) SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPROFILES 

 Answer: b 

Question: 10  

What keyword establishes the maximum partition size of a partition-by-growth universal table 

space? 

a) PART 

b) DSSIZE 

c) SEGSIZE 

d) MAXPARTITIONS 

Answer: c 

Study Guide to Crack IBM DB2 DBA for z/OS C2090-

312 Exam: 

● Getting details of the C2090-312 syllabus, is the first step of a study plan. 

This pdf is going to be of ultimate help. Completion of the syllabus is must 

to pass the C2090-312 exam. 

● Making a schedule is vital. A structured method of preparation leads to 

success. A candidate must plan his schedule and follow it rigorously to attain 

success. 

● Joining the IBM provided training for C2090-312 exam could be of much 

help. If there is specific training for the exam, you can discover it from the 

link above. 

● Read from the C2090-312 sample questions to gain your idea about the 

actual exam questions. In this PDF useful sample questions are provided to 

make your exam preparation easy. 

● Practicing on C2090-312 practice tests is must. Continuous practice will 

make you an expert in all syllabus areas. 

http://www.edusum.com
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Reliable Online Practice Test for C2090-312 Certification 

Make EduSum.com your best friend during your IBM DB2 11 DBA for z/OS exam 

preparation. We provide authentic practice tests for the C2090-312 exam. Experts 

design these online practice tests, so we can offer you an exclusive experience of 

taking the actual C2090-312 exam. We guarantee you 100% success in your first 

exam attempt if you continue practicing regularly. Don’t bother if you don’t get 100% 

marks in initial practice exam attempts. Just utilize the result section to know your 

strengths and weaknesses and prepare according to that until you get 100% with our 

practice tests. Our evaluation makes you confident, and you can score high in the 

C2090-312 exam. 
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